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ABSTRACT

This chapter presents an overview of current electronic portfolio options available to practicing educators, emphasizing the different roles portfolios play within the professional development process. Available features within a variety of free and subscription web-based portfolio services are compared and the use of specific portfolio options within different professional development environments such as university graduate programs are profiled. Using a case study-like approach, the chapter details the use of the National Science Teachers Association’s (NSTA) Learning Center, a collection of resources available to teachers that includes a web-based professional development plan and portfolio tool. The chapter concludes with a reflection on the different ways in which professional organization resources like the NSTA’s PD Plan and Portfolio Tool can be used in the near future to continually improve the professional practice of educators.

INTRODUCTION: SUSAN CHILDRESS’S BIG SUMMER

Prairie View High School is a small, rural school serving the farm and ranch communities populating Phillips County in the north-central region of Kansas. It is near the geographic center of the United States, and most of the faculty members who teach at Prairie View grew up in this heartland and have been teaching at the school for many years.

Susan Childress, however, has only been a science teacher at Prairie View for the past five years. And like many science teachers in small, rural high schools across America, she teaches more than one science subject. Since joining the other two teachers constituting the small science department at Prairie View, Ms. Childress has taught both biology as well as physical science courses. Although she is certified to teach second-
ary education biology in Kansas, she has taken enough undergraduate and graduate physical science coursework to feel comfortable with high school physical science content. But this year, Ms. Childress agreed to teach an Earth science class in addition to her biology and physical science courses. It was only after she agreed to teach the course that she realized she had never actually taken a single course in any Earth science content area. Not in college. Not even in high school. In fact, after spending part of her summer break examining curriculum guidelines as well as state standards, Ms. Childress realized that there were quite a few areas of Earth science that she would need to learn more about before she would feel comfortable teaching the course.

Ms. Childress could not take an Earth science graduate course during the summer break before school started because she only had enough time and money to accommodate two courses she needed to fulfill requirements of a state university educational leadership graduate program. She chose to be part of this program not only because she was interested in school administration, but also because the graduate program administrators encouraged her to join with other teachers from Phillips County as a cohort; many of the courses were offered to this group via distance learning technologies or on-site at the district offices after school. This was important to Ms. Childress because the main university campus was over 200 miles from where she lived.

Since she could not take any Earth science coursework over the summer, Ms. Childress identified a variety of Earth science content resources and experiences that she wanted to review and participate in over the summer, including selected journal article and text readings, online seminars and workshops, and even a visit to a natural history museum. In her evaluation report at the end of the spring semester, Ms. Childress articulated the goals she envisioned for the upcoming school year. These goals included the development of content-rich, inquiry-based science lessons based in part on her plans to acquire more Earth science content over the summer. When she communicated these goals to her building administrator, he was pleased to learn that she was planning both formal and informal experiences designed to help her improve her Earth science content. He asked Ms. Childress to carefully document her accomplishments, because he was under some pressure to report the steps taken to ensure that she was qualified to teach Earth science in the fall.

In addition to her educational leadership coursework and Earth science learning experiences, Ms. Childress also hoped to spend part of her summer organizing the materials needed to continue her work toward national board certification in science. She started this journey the previous year, and although it had been a difficult process at times, she committed herself to using the national certification experience as an important means toward improving her professional practice.

Graduate school. Earth science instruction. National Board Certification. Susan Childress’s summer looked quite busy indeed. And it hadn’t even started yet. During the hectic summer, Ms. Childress expected to learn many things that would help her improve her professional practice for the subsequent school year. But one of the most unexpected things she experienced during this time was the tremendous support she received through the use of electronic portfolios within many of her endeavors.

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly discuss the role of electronic portfolios in the preparation and continual improvement of professional educators like Susan Childress. This chapter will provide a summary of popular electronic portfolio options for professional educators, and it will profile an innovative tool developed by the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) that has the potential to support the efforts of teachers such as Ms. Childress to plan and manage professional development experiences and resources. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion about
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